CHARLOTTE HISTORIC DISTRICT COMMISSION

CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS


ADDRESS OF PROPERTY: 425 East Worthington Avenue

HISTORIC DISTRICT: DILWORTH		TAX PARCEL NUMBER: 121.052.06

OWNER: Courtenay Buchan

DETAILS OF APPROVED PROJECT: Driveway. New drive will be installed along right side of house. Drive will continue as close to an existing tree as possible to protect the tree. Even if the tree were not there, the drive could continue only a little more due to an offset of the house. Pea gravel will be put down and edged to prevent spread. Sides will be landscaped. To Code curb cut will provide access to new drive. NOTE: It was told by a past owner that this is the location of a previous drive.

Applicable *Policy & Design Guidelines* Driveways page 64

1. Driveways should be as narrow as possible.
2. In smaller-scale residential uses, driveways that stop at the original building façade are viewed by the HDC as front yard parking pads, and thus are prohibited. All driveways for residential uses should extend to at least the rear building line. NOTE: This drive is being approved based on the fact that it can not extend to the back of the house because the house is offset and there is a tree and the information that a drive existed there in the past.

➤ This Certificate of Appropriateness (COA) indicates that this project proposal has been determined to comply with the standards and policies of the Charlotte Historic District Commission.
➤ Display the blue COA placard in a visible location along with any required permits.
➤ No other approvals are to be inferred.
➤ No demolition other than that specifically indicated on any attached plans is authorized under this approval.
➤ All work must be completed in accordance with all other applicable state and local codes.
➤ Any changes from or additions or deletions to the plans referenced herein will void this Certificate, and a new application must be filed with the Historic District Commission.

This Certificate is valid for a period of six months from the date of issuance. Failure to obtain a building permit in that time will be considered as a failure to comply with the Certificate and the Certificate will become invalid. If a building permit is not required, then the approved work must be completed within six months of the date of issuance.
issue of this Certificate. The Certificate can be renewed within twelve months of its issuance by Historic District Commission staff by written request and submission of a valid reason for failure to comply within the six-month deadline.
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